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Z-SETS IN ANR'S

BY

DAVID W. HENDERSON*1)

ABSTRACT. (1) Let A be a closed Z-set in an ANR X.  Let F be an open

cover of X.   Then there is a homotopy inverse f: X —* X - A to the inclusion

X - A —► X such that fand both homotopies are limited by f.

(2) If, in addition, X is a manifold modeled on a metrizable locally convex

TVS, F, such that F is homeomorphic to Fw, then there is a homotopy j: XXI

—* X limited by f such that the closure (in X) of j(X X {l}) is contained in

X - A.

We say that a closed subset A of a space A' is a Z-set (or has Property Z) in

X, if, for each open set U C X, the inclusion U - A —*■ U is a homotopy equiva-

lence. This concept was first introduced by R. D. Anderson [1] for subsets of

Hubert space and has been defined in many different ways. Our definition is

equivalent to the others in spaces to which they are applied. (See [8] and [2,

Lemma 1].)

In [2] it is proved that, if X is a manifold modeled on a separable, infinite-

dimensional Fre'chet space, then A is a closed Z-set in X if and only if, for each

cover 1/ of X, there is a homeomorphism X onto X - A limited by V. The

Theorem (1.2) of this paper is used in [4] and [18] to extend this result to mani-

folds modeled on nonseparable Fre'chet spaces, F, which are homeomorphic to F"

The method of proof in this paper has been applied in [16].

I. Theorem. Let A be a closed Z-set in a space X such that X and X - A

are paracompact {Hausdorff). Let F be an open cover of X.

(1.1) If X isa retract of an open subset, 0, of a convex set lying in some

locally convex topological vector space {LCTVS), F, then there is a map f: X —*

X - A such that f is a homotopy inverse to the inclusion i: X - A C X, with

both homotopies limited by F.

(1.2) //, in addition, X is a paracompact connected manifold modeled on a

metrizable LCTVS, F, such that F is homeomorphic to its countable cartesian

product Fw, then there is a map f: X -* X - A such that
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cl(/(*)) EX- A    ('cl' - closure in X),

and such f is homotopic to the identity by a homotopy limited by F.

Remark 1.3. The hypothesis of (1) is satisfied in case X is an ANR(Metric)

(see [3, p. 86]) or in case A" is a paracompact manifold modeled on R°° =

lim R" or on the conjugate of a separable Banach space with the bounded weak-*

topology (see Heisey [11, Corollary II—4]).

II. Covers. We assume that all covers consist of nonempty sets. If A and B

are collections of subsets of X, then we say A refines B or A < 8 , if, for each

A E A, there is a B E 8, such that A CB. We shall use the following notation:

ÛA = closure of A,

st{Y,A) = {J{AEA\AnY*0},
st(B, A) = {st(ZJ, A)|ZJ G B},

st A = st(A, A),

clA = {cMUGA},

chA = {chA\AEA},

rch A = {rchAlAEA},

where ch denotes convex hull in F and r: 0 —► X is the retract (it is assumed

when r ch A is written that ch A CO).

(II.l) Cover Lemma. For each open cover CofX {or X - A), there are

locally finite open covers Bx, B2, B3,ofX {or X - A) such that st Bx < C,

cl B2<C,r ch B3 < C

Proof.   Bx exists because X (and X - A) is paracompact. (See Dugundji

[7, 33—35, pp. 167 and 168].)  B2 can be constructed using normality. In

order to construct B3, find, for each x G X, a convex open set Vx such that

xE VxCr-1(C)C0

for some CE C. Such Vx exists because 0 is locally convex. Let B3 be any

locally finite refinement of {Vx n X\x E X).

III. Proof of Theorem.  Using the Cover Lemma find a locally finite open

cover B of X - A and locally finite open covers C, V, E of X such that

(111.1) r ch st B < {X - A},

and

(111.2) B<C<rchstC<P<rchstp<E<stE<F.

Let N, M, K be simplicial complexes such that N is the nerve of B, M is the

nerve of C and K is the nerve of B V C. ('V denotes 'disjoint union'); The nerve

of B is an abstract simplicial complex N whose «-simplices are all subsets [Bx,

• • • >Bn + ii c B such that Bxr\ .. .n Bn+X =h 0. (See Dugundji [7, pp. 171-
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173].) By the proof of 5.4 on p. 172 of [7], there are maps (barycentric maps)

ft: X -* A —► \N] and c: X -* \M\ into the geometric realizations of the nerves

such that, for each xEX, c{x) belongs to the closed simplex |{C G C\x E C}\ G

\M\. Also, for each x E X - A, b{x) belongs to the closed simplex \{B E B|

x EB}\ E \N\. Consider N and M in the natural way as subcomplexes of K.

(III.3) Note that for each x E X - A, b{x) and c{x) are in the same closed

simplex of K and thus there is a homotopy /: {X - A) x I -*■ \K\ joining cl X - A

to ft and limited by the closed simplices of \K\.

We define a map g: \K\ -+ X as follows: For vertex {Y} E K define g'{{Y})

so that g'{{Y}) EY-A (note that Y E B V C).  Y - A is nonempty, because

A is a Z-set. Let g': \K\ —> 0 be obtained by extending the vertex map linearly

on each simplex. Then, let g = r o g'. (III.4) Note that g{\N\) CX - A by

(m.i).
(III.5) Note that, for each closed simplex \{YX, . . . , Yn}\ E \K\,

g'{\{Yx.Yn}\) C ch st{Yx, B U C) = ch st{Yx, C)

and

g{\{Yx,...,Yn}\)Crchst{Yx,C)<V.

(m.6) Thus, for x EX- A, g' o b{x) and x belong to ch st(5, B) C

r~l{X - A), where xEB.   Let k be the straight line homotopy in r~1{X - A)

joining g' o ft to idx_^, (see (III.l)), then r ° k: {X - A) x I -*■ {X - A) is a

homotopy joining g <> ft to id^-.^ and limited by V. Similarly, for each x G X,

g o c{x) and x belong to the same element of V.

We shall prove below in §IV2,

(III.7) Proposition. For each cover W < V, there is a map /„: \K\ -*

X- A such that

(a) fm and g are W-close {i.e., for each x E \K\, {fx{x)} U {g{x)} E W, for

some WEW.

(b) U\N\=g\\N\.

The homotopy inverse promised by the (1.1) is / = /M o c: X —*■ X - A.

Note that f{x) = f„ ° c{x) and x belong to the same element of st(P, W). Thus

the straight line homotopy in 0 joining / to idx is limited by ch st(P, W) <

ch st V.

Applying the retract r we obtain the desired homotopy ft: X x I —*■ X join-

ing / and id^- and limited by r ch st V < F (lu .2).

We have (III.3) a homotopy /: {X - A) x I -> \K\ joining cl X - A to 6

and limited by the closed simplices of \K\. Thus r"M o /; {X-A)xI~*X-A

joins fm o c\X - A = f\X -ilto/.oj limited by st(i>, W) < E (III.5) and

(III.2). But /„ o ft = (/„IIA^I) o ft = (¿UAH) ob=gob which is homotopic to
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idA._j4 limited by V (III.6). Thus f\X - A is homotopic in X - A to idAr_j4

limited by st(P, E)< st E < F (III.2).

IV.

(IV.l) Z-set Lemma. Let K be any simplicial complex and let B be a sub-

polyhedron of K {i.e., a subcomplex of some subdivision ofK). Let A be a Z-set

in Xas in Theorem (1.1). Let f: \K\ -*■ X be a map such that {f{B)) C X - A.

Then, for each open cover f of X and each n-dimensional (n = 0, 1, 2, . . .) sub-

polyhedron CofK, there is a map J: \K\ -> X such that f(\B\ U \C\) C X - A,

f\\B\ = /| |5|, and fand f are V-close.

Proof of lemma. (By induction on«.) If « = -1, the lemma is clearly

true. Assume true for n - 1. Let T be an open cover of X such that r ch st T

refines I/.  (Here we assume as in the theorem that X C 0 C F, where there is a

retract r : 0 -+ X) Thus each TET must be so small that ch st(7\ T) C 0.

Let K be a subdivision of K such that, for each simplex sEK, /(st(s, K)) refines

T. (st(s, K) = \J [t C K\s is a face of i}.) Now apply the lemma, with T and

C""1 = n - 1 skeleton of the subdivision C that K induces on C.  Thus there is

a map /: \K\ -*■ X such that cl f(\B\ U \C"~l I) C X - A, f\\B\ and / and /

are T-close. Let s be an «-simplex of C not in 5. Note that, for some T(s) E T,

f(s) C st(P(s), T) = S(s) and /(bd s) C S{s) - A.  By the definition of Z-set,

there is a map g: S(s) —* S(s) — A which is a homotopy inverse to the inclusion.

Thus g o /|bd(s) is homotopic to /in S(s) —A. This homotopy together with
A A

g » /|s gives /z^: 5(s) —> 5(s) - A, an extension of /|bd(s).  For each «-simplex

s of C not in 5, pick open sets U(s) such that

s - bd(s) C U(s) C |st(s, Z?)| C \K\ - \B\,

U(s) n U(s') = 0,   for s * s',   and

/(closure £/(s)) C 5(s).
A

The map /|bd U(s) together with hs: S —*■ S{s) - A can be extended to a map

hs: cl{U{s)) -*■ ch(5(s)) and thus to r o hs: cl(U(s)) -*■ r{ch{S(s))). Do this sep-
'S* /^* 'S* "W

arately for each s to obtain /: \K\ -* X where f\U(s) = r ° hs and f\\K\ -
A '**j

U i^)} = /• It is easy t0 check that / is the desired map.

(IV.2) Proof of proposition.   Let W0, Wx, W2, . . . be a sequence of

locally finite open covers of X such that, for each n,

X„ < cl X„ < W,   where X0 = W0 and X„ - st(X„_,, W„).

We may construct these covers inductively as follows: Let W0 = X0 be any locally

finite open covers of Y such that cl X0 < W. Assume X0,. . . , X.„_x, and W0,

• • • » W„_!, have been constructed as above, so that each X; is locally finite.
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Then, for each x E X, let Wx be a neighborhood of x such that Wx intersects only

finitely many members of Kn_x, say {AX,A2,. . . ,Am}. We may assume that

x belongs to the closure of each A¡. (If x £ cl{A¡), then replace Wx by Wx —

cl04,).) Let W{A¡) G W be such that cl{A¡) C W{A{). Then

X E C\{W{Ai)\i = I.m}.

Let Vx be an open set such that

xEVxC c\{Vx) C r.WAt)\i - 1.rn}.

Let Wn be a locally finite refinement of {Wx n V^jx G A!} and define X„ =

st(X„_j, W„). Each WEWn intersects only finitely many members of X„_i,

thus X„ is locally finite. Also, if KG X„, then K - st(i4, W„), for some A E

X„_,. But, if W E W„ and W n ,4 #= 0, then cl(IV) C R/(X). Thus, since W„ is

locally finite,

cl(F) - cl(stG4, ft/,,)) C WC4).

(IV.3)  Let K" denote the union of all simplices of K of dimension less than

or equal to n.

We now construct inductively a sequence of maps {/„: |jrv| —* X} and {Qn},

where Qn is a closed neighborhood of \Kn\ U \N\, such that

(i) fH.1QKtt-i\V\N\)CX-A,

(Ü)  /„_2lo„_2 = fn-2>

(in) fn_2{Qn.2)CX-A,

(iv) Q„.2CQn_x,

(v) /n_j and g are X„_,-close, where g is the map constructed between

(III.3) and (III.4).

Let f0=g (III.4) and assume inductively that {f0, fx, . . . , fn_x} and

{ßo> ôi> • • • , Qn-2) nave Deen constructed. Let Qn_x be a closed polyhedral

neighborhood of I*"-11 U \N\ such that

\N\ U |^«-»| U Qn_2 CQn_xC f~\{X - A).

Now apply the Z-set Lemma with K = K, B = Qn_x,f=f„_,, V = W„

and C = Kn to obtain 7 = f„- It is easy to check that (i)-(v) are satisfied. Thus

we may assume the existence of the sequences {/„} and {Qn}.

If x E \Kn\, then Qn is a neighborhood of x, thus the {/„} converge to a

map

/«: Itfl —JT-,4,      /»lö„ = /„lö„.

Since /„ and ^ are X„-close, /M and ^ are \J {K„ \n = 1, 2, 3, . . .}-close. But

UiXJn = 1, 2, 3, . . .} refines W, thus/.,, and g are W-close. Note that/„11A^| =

f0\\N\ = ^IIA'I.   Thus the proposition is proved.
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V. Metric complexes.  In the proof of (1.2) we must deal with metric com-

plexes. This section will introduce metric complexes and prove some important

lemmas.

(V.l) Let P be a simplicial complex (not necessarily locally finite) and let

\P\ be its geometric realization with the usual weak topology. The barycentric

coordinates {bv\v a vertex of P] for P are maps bv: P —*■ [0, 1] such that, for

each x E \P\, b~l(0, 1] = open star of v in P = ost(u, P) S„ bu(x) = l,b~l(l) =

{v}, and x = 2„ bv(x) • v. The barycentric metric d on P is defined by d(x, y) =

%VMx)-b„iy%
(V.2) The metric realization, or metric complex, of P is denoted by \P\m

and is the point set |P| with the barycentric metric.

The topologies on \P\m and |F| are equivalent if and only if P is locally

finite. The next lemma will help us determine when" maps defined on metric com-

plexes are continuous.

(V.3) Lemma. Let Q be a subcomplex of P. Let q: \Q\m -*■ F C N be a

map into a bounded convex subset (F) of a normal topological vector space (N,

II ||). Further, suppose either (i) Q = {vertices of P) or (ii) P is a subcomplex of

Qx * Q2 {* denotes join) where Q = Qx U Q2, £, H Q2 = 0.  Then the linear

extension q of q to all of \P\m is continuous.

Proof. Case (i). If Q = (vertices of P), then q(x) - qÇL bv(x) • v) =

2 bu(x) - q(v). Then

I?« - Q{y)\\ = Hi b0(x) • q(v) - z bv(y) • M\

<l\bü{x)-bv(y)\'\\q(v)\\.

Then 'q is continuous, because

\titix)-q{y)\\<2d(x,y)-D,

where

D = sup{||cj(u)|||u a vertex of P}.

Case (ii). Assume P is a subcomplex of Qx * Q2, then, for x E \P\m, x =

txxx + (1 - tx)x2, where xx EQx,x2 EQ2,2indxx,x2,tx are unique and vary

continuously with respect to x E \P\m - |gi U Q2\m- Define q(x) = txq(xx) +

(1 - tx)q(x2). This is clearly continuous for x G \QX U Q2\m. Let x E \Qx\m

and let {y'} be a sequence in |5|m converging to x  Then y' = t¡y\ + (1 — t¡)y2

and {y'x} -*■ x, and {t¡} -* 1. Then

ll?(*) - Q{yl)\\ < h{x) - ttqty\yi\ + II - t,\D,

where D = sup{||<7(.y)|.y G Q2\\}. Thus3"(/') converges to q(x) and q is continuous.
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(V.4) Definition. A subdivision Q of a simplicial complex P is called a

proper subdivision if the topology on |g|m is the same as \P\m. {\Q\ and |F| are

the same point sets.)

Not all subdivisions are proper.  For example, let

P = [e,\i = 0, 1, 2, . . .} U {{e0, ej)\i = 1, 2, 3,. . .}

(the cone over countable many points) and let Q be the subdivision obtained by

adding, for each /, a new vertex on {e0, e¡) at (1 — l/i)e0 + eji. Then |<2lm does

not have the same topology as \P\m. (However, note that |ß|m is homeomorphic

to|P|M.) (See also [6].)

(V.5) Lemma. A subdivision Q ofP is a proper subdivision if and only if

each open star of a vertex in Q is open in \P\m.

Proof. If Q is a proper subdivision then each open star of a vertex in Q is

open in |ß|m and therefore open in \P\m. Conversely, assume that each open

star of a vertex in Q is open in \P\m. Let x be a point in \Q\ = \P\. Let s (resp. f)

be the simplex of Q (resp. P) which contains x in its interior, then

ost(s, 0 = H {ost(u, ß)| v a vertex of s}

is open in ost(r, P). For 0 < t < 1 and Y C ost{r, P), let t • Y = {(1 - t)x + ty\

yEY). The collections {t • ost(s, 0} and {t • ost(r, P)}, 0 < t < 1, form neigh-

borhood bases for x in |ß|m and |P|m, respectively. Thus, for some t0, f0 •

ost(r, P) C ost(s, 0, and therefore, for any t,

tQt • ost(s, 0 C tQt • ost(r, P) C t • ost(s, Q).

Thus |g|m and \P\m have the same topology at x and |0lm = |P|m.

(V.6) Corollary. Barycentric subdivisions are proper.

(V.7) Lemma. For each open cover Cofa metric complex \P\m, there is a

proper subdivision QofP such that the simplices of Q refine C.

Proof. If s is a simplex of P, let Nn{s) denote the collection of all simplices

and their faces in the «th barycentric subdivision of P which have s as a face.

Let n{s) be an integer (> 2) so large that N{s) = N^fo) refines C. Such

n{s) exists because s is compact. Pick the n{s) so that if s is a face of r then n{s)

<n{r). Let

Nl = \J{N{s)\dim{s) = i} - int|(J{Ar(s)|dim(s) < 0|.

[For A, a complex, and X, a set, A - X = {s EA\\s\ C \A\ - X} and A n X =

{s G^4||s| C \A\ n X}.]  Let s' denote the /'th barycentric subdivision of s. Define

the subdivision Q as follows: If s is a 1-simplex of P, let |s| n Q he s"(í) n |AfJ|
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together with \J {N(v) n s\v E S}. If s is a 2-simplex, let Q D |s| n \N2\ be N2

H |s|. Now each simplex of N1 n |s| is the join of a simplex inN1 O |/v"2| n |s|,

and N2 n \Ni\ n |s| subdivides TV1 n |ZV2| n |s|. Thus we may extend N1 fl

|bd s| and N2 n IZV1! n |s| to \N1\ C\ \s\ by joining. Similarly extend by joining

the above-defined subdivision of TV0 n (\Nl\ U \N2\) f) \s\ to all of |/V°| D |s|.

Continue in this manner subdividing each skeleton in order of dimension. If u is

a vertex of Q, then v is a vertex of s"^ n Ndan(-S\ for some s. It can be checked

routinely that ost(u, Q) D ost(u, Pn^) and that thus ost(u, Q) is open.

VI. Proof of Theorem (1.2). The proof of (1.2) follows the same outline as

the proof of (1.1).

(VI. 1) Let F be a metrizable locally convex topological vector space, then

F can be embedded as a bounded convex subset of some normed TVS and thus F

has a convex metric.  By [15, p. 46], F can be linearly embedded as a subspace

of a countable product II{ZVf|i = 1,2,.. .} of normed spaces. For each i, let

5f = {x E N¡\ llxll,. < 1/2''}, where || ||,. is the norm on N¡. Let /, : N¡ -*■ B, be a

radial homeomorphism. Then II N¡ is homeomorphic to II5,- using the {/.}. Let

d be a metric on II5f defined by d({x¡}, {y¡}) = E||xf - yJH¡. With this metric

115,. is naturally isomorphic to a convex subset of 2; (TV",) = {{x¡}\x¡ EN¡,

Sll-Kj-Il,. < °°}, with the norm ||{jc,}|| = 2||x,.||,-. But the radial homeomorphism

between UN¡ and 115,. takes F into the convex subset F n 115,. C II5,- and thus

F can be embedded as a convex subset of the normed space S; {N¡}.

(VI.2) Let X = 0 be an open subset in F, a bounded convex subset of a

normed space (N, || ||). This can be done by (VI.1) and the open embedding

theorem [12, p. 323].

Using the Cover Lemma (II.1) find locally finite open covers C and V of X

such that

(VI.3)  C < ch st(ch st(C, O) < V < ch st V< F
and with the additional assumption that

(VI .4) {Cardinality of C) < (weight of F) and the nerve, M, of C is locally

finite dimensional.  Such a C can be found by using a lemma due to Dowker

(Lemma 3.3 of [5]) which states, in part, that every locally finite cover of a nor-

mal space has a locally finite refinement whose nerve is locally finite-dimensional.

Also every open cover of X has a si/ôcover whose cardinality is not more that the

weight of X (see [9, Theorem 6, p. 32]) which, in turn, is not more than the

weight of F.

(yi5) As in §111, let M be the nerve of C and c: X -* \M\m be the bary-

centric map into the metric realization of the nerve.

(VI.6) Construct g: \M\m -»• X as follows:

(i) Let Y be paracompact with weight {Y) < weight (F). If each point of Y

has a closed neighborhood which can be closed embedded in F, then Y can be
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closed embedded in F.  This follows immediately from the proof of the closed

embedding theorem (Theorem 1 of [13]).

(ii) There is a closed embedding e: \M\m -» F. Note that weight (|Af|m) <

weight(F). A basis for \M\m is the collection of all 1/.'-neighborhoods of points

with all rational barycentric coordinates. It is enough to show that the star of

each vertex can be closed embedded. Each star is finite dimensional (since |M|m

is locally finite dimensional) and is the cone over a metric subcomplex of one

lower dimension. Clearly O-dimensional stars (points) can be closed embedded.

Assume (« - l)-dimensional metric stars can be closed embedded in F. Then

(n - l)-dimensional metric complexes of the appropriate weight can be closed

embedded in F by (i), and thus n-dimensional metric stars can be closed embedded

in the open cone over F (= c{F)) which is homeomorphic to F x R. (See [14,

Lemma 1.1].) By [10, Theorem 42], F s G x R, for some G. Thus

F= F03^{G xR)w =* (G xR)" xR^Fx R.

(iii) 77îére is a homeomorphism A: X x F—*- Xsuch that ft is C-close to

the projection px : X x F —*• X. (I.e. for each {x, y)EX x F, there is a C G C

such that {x} U {h{x, y)} E C.) This is Corollary 2.3 of [17].

(iv) g': \M\m ~* X be the same function as above (III.4). In particular, g-'

is the linear extension of a vertex map which takes each vertex {C} G M into

C - A C X - A. By (V.3.i) g' is continuous.

(v) There is a closed embedding g: \M\m —*■ X such that g is C-close to g'.

Let g be the composition of {g, e): \M\m -*■ X x F and h¡X x F -*■ X. (See (ii)

and (iii).) It is easy to check that g is a closed embedding. Note that g satisfies

(VI.7) (See (III.5).)   For each simplex \{CX.Cn}\ E \M\m,

s?(l{C1,...,C„}|)Cp,and

(VI.8)(See (III.6.))For each x E X, g o c{x) and x belong to the same ele-

ment of V.

We prove below in §VII:

(VI.9) Proposition.  Let W be a cover ofx such that W < V and, for each

W G W, g ~l (st {W, W)) is finite dimensional. {Such covers exist because g is a

closed embedding and \M\m is locally finite dimensional.) There is a map f„:

\M\m -* X - A such that

(a) /.o and g are W-close, and

0>) fJi\M\m) is closed in X.

The map promised by (1.2) is / = fx ° c: X -*■ X - A.  Note that f{X) =

fM{c{X)) C fx{\M\m) which is closed and contained in X - A.  Thus cl(/(*))

misses A. Also, note that f{X) = /„ » c{X) and x belong to the same element of
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st(f, W). Thus the straight line homotopy in Xjoining /to id^- is limited by

ch st(t>, W) < ch st V < F.

VII.

(VII.l) Lemma. Let U be an open subset of F and let hx and h2 be

embeddings of a simplex s into F, such that «,(int s)CU, i =1,2 (int = interior),

Ajlbd s = A2|bd s (bd = boundary), and hx is homotopic (in U) to h2 (rel bd s).

[A homotopy {in U) rel bd s is a map j: s x I —► closure U such that /(int s x I)

C Uand j(x, t) = hx(x) = h2(x),for x G bd s.] 77ieK there is a homeomorphism

h: F -*■ F such that h\F - U = identity and h ° hx = h2.

Proof. That such a result is true is generally known but it does not seem

to appear in the literature. We give here an outline of a proof. The sets hx(int s)

and «2(int s) are a-compact closed subsets of U, and thus there is a homeomor-

phism g: U^-U x F such that gQifint s))CU x {0} for i-1,2. This follows

from the fact that F has an l2-factor [12, proof of Lemma 2], and that a set is

l2-deficient if and only if it is F-deficient. (See [4, Theorem 3.1]. This result

does not use the theorem of this paper.) The proof is completed by following the

outline:  (i) Embed the homotopy in U x F such that the paths of points from

near bd s are "small", (ii) Find a "tubular" neighborhood of the embedded

homotopy. (iii) Find an ambient homeomorphism of the tubular neighborhood

that moves hx to h2, is the identity on the boundary of the tubular neighborhood,

and approaches the identity near g(bd U). For details of similar (but harder)

procedures, see [13, proof of Theorem 3].

(VII.2) Z-set Lemma. Let M be any simplicial complex and let B be a

proper subpolyhedron of M.  {I.e., B is a subcomplex of a proper subdivision of M

(V.4).) Let A be a Z-set in X, as in (1.2). Let /: |M|m -*• X be a closed embed-

ding such thatf(\B\m) C X - A.  Then, for each open cover 1/ of X and each n-

dimensional (n = 0,1,2, .. .) proper subpolyhedron C of M, there is a closed

embedding f: \M\m -+ X such that J(\B\m U |C|m) C X - A, f\ \B\m, and f

and fare \J<lose.

Proof. (By induction on n.) The proof follows the outline of the proof

of (IV.l). Assume that the lemma is true for n - 1. Let T be an open cover of

X such that ch st T refines I/. As in (V12), assume that X is open in F, a bounded

convex subset of a normed space (TV, || ||).  In particular, each TE T must be so

small that ch st(7\ T) EX. Let M be a proper subdivision of M such that, for

each simplex s G M,f(st(s,M)) refines T.   [Use (II.1) and (V.7).]   Now apply

the lemma with T and C"~l = n — 1 skeleton of the subdivision, C, and M
A

induces on C. Thus there is a closed embedding / : \M\m —> X such that

/(|5| U |CM-1|m) CX-A, f\\B\m = /||5|m, and / and / are T-close. Let s
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be an «-simplex of C not in B. Note that, for some T{s) E J, f{s) C st(7Y.s), T)
A ' A

and /(bd s)C X - A. Let, for each s, S{s) be an open set such that /(int s) C

S{s) C st(T(s), T) - /(|5|m), S(s) n f{\C\m U I^U) = /(int s), and, for

s =£ s, S{s) n 5(s') = 0. (This is possible because |M|m = |Ai|m. For example,

use (V.7) and simplicial neighborhoods.) Now, for some polyhedral «-cell c C int s,

f{s - c) C X - A. Now apply (IV.l) with K = s, B = s - (int c), f=f\s, C = c,
A A

and 1/ a cover so small that 1/ refines {S{s), X - f{c)} and such that if/ and hs
A

are [/-close then / is homotopic to ft  in S{s). We obtain ft : s —*■ c|(s(s)) — A, an

extension of /|bd s. Note that ftjint s is homotopic (rel bd s) in S{s) to /lint s.

Also ftjint s is homotopic (rel bd s) in 5($) — A to a closed embedding fts: s —►

cl(5(s)) — A. (Use (VI.6.v) with a cover whose elements get small near bd S{s),

and note that in a locally convex space any two functions sufficiently close are
A A

homotopic.) Now apply (VII. 1) to hx = /Is and ft2 = hs in order to obtain a

homeomorphism ;'s: cl S{s) —*■ cl 5(s) such that js\bd S{s) = identity and js ° /Is

= hs. Now define /: X~* X by /|5(s) = ;s, for s G C - i?, and / = identity,

otherwise. Then set / = / ° /. That /satisfies the desired conclusions can be seen

by using the fact that S{s) n f{\B\s U Id,) = int s.

(VII.3) Proof of Proposition (VI.9). The proof follows very closely the

proof in (IV.2). The necessary changes are to replace \K\ by |Ai|m, assume induc-

tively that fn is a closed embedding, and, instead of starting with /0 = gx apply

(VII.2) with M = M, B = 0, /= g, 1/ = ft/0 and C = M0 to obtain /= /„. In

getting the polyhedral neighborhood Qn _ j use proper subdivision and (V.7).

References to \N\ can be ignored. The conclusion (/..(|M|m) is closed in X) fol-

lows because, if W E W, let dimension(g_,|st(H', W)) = d see (VI.9), then

U\M\m) r\w = fM-'i* iv)) n iv c /»(|Md|m) n w

= fd(WX)nw

which is closed in W.
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